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Organisational and corporate moral agency seems to presuppose personality in some form. Yet an 

organisation is neither a natural individual embodied person, nor a mere aggregate of such persons 

presently in roles. Organisations act through their officers and seem to be in some way perpetual, at 

least in principle, and to transcend their present incumbents. This paper attempts to steer a middle 

course between the literal assertion of full corporate personhood ( French 1979;1995) and its total 

denial  

( Velasquez, 1982;Danley,1999; Miller, 2002), using Aristotle’s notions of (a) equivocation by 

reference to a paradigm and of (b) predication in the categories. A term can apply literally to its 

paradigm instances, and equivocally or analogically to its causes, symptoms, effects, manifestations, 

what has a capacity for it, and signs of it. This is true of the terms “health” and “healthy”, “medicine” 

and “medical’, “existent” and “exists”, and “good(s)” and “good”. Things can be healthy (urine, 

exercise, complexion, exercise) without being (in) the state of health. According to (b) a property, act, 

or relation can exist in the sense that it characterises individuals 

( prime existents or substances ) without having to exist independently of that substance in the same 

paradigmatic way in which the prime or first substance does. I suggest that these points apply also to 

“person” and “personal”, and thus to the effects and signs of persons, such as organisations. 

Organisations are personal, exist, and can act intentionally without being persons or independent 

substances, or having intentions in the way individuals do. As personal, they can be moral or immoral.  

 

This argument will involve an analysis of “person”, as the primary, nuclear, or focal referent term 

designating the paradigm case, and attributed indirectly in the equivocal uses, such as “personal 

property”. The analysis of persons will include a capacity for personal morality as part of an eight point 

characterisation, and for control and “rule” Such an analysis is offered below. We use self-“rule” 

metaphors and analogies to describe our individual self–control, and “self–control’ analogies to 

describe organisational “self”-rule. This cross referencing suggests that the idea of reductively 

analysing organisational collective role-capacities and acts in such terms as would make corporate 

moral acts disappear entirely in the analysis, by being analysed entirely into the moral acts of individual 

role incumbent, is problematic. 

 

It is of some importance to defend corporate moral agency and personality in the sense of quasi-

personhood, as a possibility against such a reduction in order to defend some key claims which are 
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made by writers in business ethics about corporate “conscience” and “citizenship” (Goodpaster and 

Mathews 1982); “enforced corporate self-regulation” (Braithwaite and Ayres, 1992), and corporate 

social and environmental responsibility ( Davis 1975; Anshen, 1970; Post et al 2002). It will be argued 

here that to further specify and bolster the application of the doctrine and argument of Aristotle there 

are at least eight presuppositions of an individual act of a natural person which have analogues in 

organisational acts, and in the acts of organisational role incumbents. By reference to analogy of 

attribution and these isomorphic points of similarity, the reductive account is judged misguided. 

Consequently corporate moral agency does after all make sense, as non-philosophers and earlier 

philosophers have believed. 

 

We can assimilate the self-control which we can have in variable degrees over our thoughts, our limbs, 

and our digestion for example, to the authoritative rule of a governor or business leader over his 

operational staff; and likewise to that over his enabling role associates/colleagues, like investors and 

suppliers in the business case. When we speak in ethics of the responsible person’s wise self-control or 

‘rule’ of their capacities, this is the analogy on which we are drawing. Our control or “rule” is never 

absolute, and decreases in flexibility and scope from higher powers (thoughts and wants) to lower 

(digestion) via intermediate capacities, like limb movement. When we speak of the state or 

organisation’s “self”-governance, we assimilate the state or organisation, as a quasi-person, to a natural 

person’s ‘self-control” of capacity, again with decreasing control, as we leave the “top” level of the 

entity. To put it another way, we describe and explain collective state and organisational intentional and 

moral action using personal metaphors and analogies, and describe our selves with organisational and 

political rule metaphors and analogies. The key terms in the analogy are on the one hand our selves, 

self-control, and our “hierarchical” capacities’ “rule” of lower by higher, and on the other hand, 

organisational “ selves,” their “control”, leaders’ rule, and roles. We engage commonly in this familiar 

comparing of natural persons, or real selves, their self-control, and their metaphorical “rule,” with 

quasi-persons or artificial “selves”, and their real rule by their leaders.  

 

More broadly, at interpersonal level, we can compare the relation of our parents, as creators and 

nurturers of ourselves to our selves as founders, operators, and enablers of organisations. Our personal 

purposes, choices, and decision-making processes can be compared to the joint purposes and choices of 

organisations; our self-control or metaphorical “rule’ over our capacities compares with the authority to 

rule over subordinates by the metaphorical corporate “self”. Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas and their many 

contemporary followers, assume that states and organisations can do things which can be described in 

terms of, or by reference to, personal and moral attributes, while enjoying a type of unity less than that 

of natural persons.  

 

It would, until recent times, have seemed unnecessary to seek a reductive analysis of collective, 

corporate “actions,” one in which such corporate agency talk is eliminated. It is now suggested 

however (Velasquez (1982); Dancy (1999) Miller (2002)), that organisational acts, both internal and 

vertical, and external and horizontal, can and should be reductively analysed in terms of joint personal 
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actions of individuals in roles, each following joint procedural mechanisms, to attain joint goals, within 

a larger, “layered”, joint action which may involve other organisations (see e.g. Miller (2002)). Such an 

analysis of corporate entities, in which reference to any supposed corporate “self “or acts should be 

made to disappear, has been seen by some as a breakthrough. A negative answer to the question: “Can 

a corporation have a conscience?” is taken to be required of the sophisticated, or at least the negative 

answer is treated as a topic of serious discussion by distinguished business ethics writers like 

Velasquez, Danley, and Miller.  

 

Goodpaster and Mathews (1982), who first posed and answered the question in the affirmative, on the 

grounds that corporations exhibit rationality and a capacity to respect others , had some qualified 

support thereafter for various “ secondary” concepts of corporate moral agency from business ethics 

writers like Werhane (1985) , Buckhholtz (1989), Donaldson (1982) and De George (1986). These 

writers allowed that corporations are moral agents in a secondary sense in that they act causally, but not 

intentionally, to produce effects. Buckhholtz allowed they have collective social responsibilities as 

whole entities, but does not settle how this is possible as between all/some individuals and part/whole 

of the corporate entity being responsible (pp111-113). De George questioned whether they act, but 

granted that in respect of prohibited immoral act /circumstance types of act, like theft, if they do these 

acts they are just as wrong as in the individual case. They have no positive duties however. It can be 

possible in particular cases to establish both the corporation and the individual are morally wrong to act 

in a given way, and/or praiseworthy for acts according to law, but in different senses of responsibility. 

They lack the “interiority” of moral persons, but qualify as “moral actors”, while their purposes are 

narrower than those on individuals (p.188).These early responses seem to be broadly correct and will 

be grounded and elaborated on in this paper. 

 

But the Velasquez et alia position to be rejected has gained wide support since it was implausibly 

claimed by P. French (1979, 1995) that corporations are literally a peculiar sort of person, because they 

act intentionally, make plans, and commitments; make rational decisions; and can respond to events by 

altering plans (1995,pp.10-12). French improbably insists that direct personal transactions can occur 

between corporations and individuals. Corporations have corporate internal decision-making 

procedures and structures (CIDS) to enact the goals of their constitution. These are made up of 

organisational flow charts and rules for recognition of corporate policy decisions (p. 25) and followed 

by managers and staff. 

 

But his account is insufficiently specific, and implausible. If the concept of a ‘person” is defined as by 

French as a reasoning, intentional, planning entity, one capable of commitment, and altering intent in 

response to events, then an animate human body is not required. But on this account, disembodied 

souls or angels or expert systems might qualify as persons. A CIDS will not necessarily be needed. On 

the other hand, if, as French thinks, the CIDs is indeed needed for corporate personhood and agency, 

we need a specific account of how and why the addition of CIDs flow-charts and related procedural 

information, necessary to locate corporate intentional action qualifies the corporation as a moral agent 
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or person. French seems to say that we cannot even blame the individual role incumbents for the bad 

corporate behaviour, but only the corporate entity itself. French is very unclear about this, and his 

discussion is very compressed. But he appears to provocatively minimise or discount the intentionality 

of individual role incumbents in favour of the whole entity, such as Exxon, subsume individual 

discretionary judgement by managers under the heading of flexible corporate policy, and this account 

has rightly drawn criticism as muddled. 

 

So extensive is the present confusion and controversy that the collective moral agency issue appears in 

some anthologies (R. Frederick, 2002) as one of the problems of organisational and of business ethics. 

In business ethics textbooks, it sometimes merits a whole chapter (Shaw and Barry 2004). The need to 

discard collective moral agency allegedly arises from the present confusion in our careless talk about 

organisational actions, especially moral action. Strictly speaking, we are told, there are no corporate 

selves, intentions or acts as such, and so no corporate moral agency or conscience. 

 

The suite of other reasons offered for rejecting quasi-personality as a solution – the move to be made 

here- can include any of those listed below as (1)-(6). Each is followed by my short preliminary, 

indicative, line of rebuttal, which I will not defend further, and the rest of the paper takes up the last 

one at greater length, which is essentially an expansion of the Velasquez et al objection and 

individualistic reduction mentioned above. 

 

(1) Ockhams’s razor or the “ontological slum clearance” project (Quine 2004). According to this view, 

a corporation is just an aggregate of individual persons in contract and other relations, not a separate 

entity. No entities are to be posited without necessity beyond particulars, properties, and relations.  

 

But nobody has come up with a satisfactory general criterion for what qualifies for a “real” particular or 

relation within such an omnibus ontology of this kind. Nobody has yet sketched a theory of being, 

meaning and truth which is powerful enough to exclude round squares, Shakespeare’s Hamlet, ghosts 

and witches, while being able to coherently accept, and to sort out, the range of more difficult cases. 

These include such things as God, selves and psyches, gravitational and other naturally invisible forces, 

numbers, anti-matter and black holes. One would want such a criterion to sort these, without also 

jettisoning plausible candidates, like concepts and mental states. Professor Sir A. J. Ayer’s “principle of 

verification,” which some thought to succeed here in the 1950s, is now widely regarded as mistaken, 

and as even self-contradictory. Within any of the more liberal mainstream contemporary ontologies, 

descended from Aristotle, such as Leibnitz, Russell, and Frege, anything which is self-identical, or 

which we can talk coherently about, identify and re-identify exists. We refer to collective and corporate 

acts without hesitation. They can cause change. So prima facie they exist and act. I will suggest eight 

further truth conditions for a corporate act below in rejecting a variant of this first reductive line of 

thought, which will be expanded upon and dubbed (6) below. 
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(2) A natural person deserves respect, has intrinsic value, and rights. A corporate person would 

(allegedly) have to be assigned rights and duties. But corporations already have too many rights, such 

as privacy behind the corporate veil, and limited liability. They are always looking for more. Some of 

their actual and/or possible claimed rights, e.g. to vote, are outrageous. Others are convenient ways to 

avoid criminal prosecution ( no self-incrimination and double jeopardy). If on the other hand they are to 

be the subjects of social duties, then their capacity to deliver profit to investors will be hobbled by 

social expectations.  

 

But a middle ground between individualism and attributing full personhood to companies can be 

defended in which they are seen as quasi-persons who act through individuals. Quasi-persons are not 

persons, and which rights we assign to a quasi-person like a state or organisation is a different and 

partly open ethical and political question. In these matters people who support corporate quasi-

personality can be found on both left (duties) and right (rights).Their disputes do not show corporate 

quasi-personality by itself to be either the problem or the solution (Millon 2005). Quasi-personality 

does not by itself presuppose or entail any specific set of such rights or duties.  

 

(3) Many corporate quasi-persons, especially those like transnationals and large multi-nationals, behave 

like social psychopaths. It is necessary to avoid their harmful acts to take away their quasi-personal 

corporate status and treat them as mere state or social instrumentalities. (Korten 1996; Bakar 2003). 

 

But on the quasi-person model it is possible to examine ways to cure the psychopathic behaviour, and 

to change corporate law in ways which could change this psychopathic tendency without discarding 

quasi-personality. 

 

(4)A corporations is just a nexus of contracts between principals and agents. But this view can be 

questioned as inadequate on many grounds e.g. the contractual relations of shareholders and firms are 

very different from the paradigm cases ( Stone 1970; Minow 2002;Bottomley 2006).It is hard to say 

what the duties of an agent are without reference to the nature and purposes of the collective entity, the 

corporation, whose agent she is to become. 

 

(5) If we treat corporations as quasi-persons, capable of self-regulation, then as businesses, their profit 

seeking purpose will result inevitably in bad ethical acts. They are better seen as mechanisms for profit 

generation. So viewed, either they are not proper subjects of business ethics calls for ethical restraint, or 

their need for constant and vigorous external state regulation, to make their mindless causal results 

socially tolerable, will be easier to see and defend. 

But if the quasi-person view is correct, corporations are not machines, so this begs that question. 

Two variations of this objection, both turning on misrepresentations of corporate identity are 

organisational pluralism ( Bolman and Deal 1991;1997 and  2003) and stakeholder theory ( R Edward 

Freeman 1984 and 1991; Weiss 2006 ; Phillips 20002). The first denies that organisations can be 

known or described as any one thing whatsoever. They can be described only incompletely through 
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four or more multiple “frames” or lens, and so the unitary structure needed to ground self-controlled 

moral action by a whole, unified, describable entity, which the quasi-personal approach demands, is 

treated as only one optional and dispensable “frame” through which corporations can be seen, an 

optional way of looking at organisations.  

The second “stakeholder” account virtually dissolves the quasi-person’s corporate master goal into the 

multiple goals of up to 20 stakeholder groups, making distributive justice allocations impossibly 

difficult. 

 But the first arguments’ moderate brand of epistemological agnosticism and relativism and pluralism 

designed to appease radical pluralists threatens the collapse of both organisational theory and ethics, 

while the notion of a stakeholder is hopelessly vague. The number of stakeholders has consequently 

blown out to as many as twenty groups ( Grossi 2005). These are largely unranked amorally conceived 

players or competitors for corporate power and benefits. Even tightening the meaning of “stakeholder” 

up to “contributors entitled to be beneficiaries” leaves manifold scope for contention. I have argued 

against both these accounts elsewhere ( Ardagh, 2005a; 2005b;2006) 

 

 

I turn now to the last reason, mentioned already above, addressing which will occupy the rest of this 

paper. It goes like this: 

 

(6) To say that corporations ‘act’ can properly only mean that individual role incumbents in corporate 

role structures using approved procedures engage in ‘layered’ joint actions using joint procedural 

mechanisms, such as voting. Corporate moral agency would require corporate personhood. 

Corporations are not natural persons and their intentional actions do not exist, strictly speaking. So 

corporations are not moral agents (Velasquez 1982; Danley 1999; Miller 2002).  

But the quasi-person view need only say corporations are quasi-persons, (or fictive, or vicarious 

persons) not natural persons. As such organisations can be seen as, and indeed are, still responsible 

personal and moral agents, qua effects of directors and other leading persons in directive roles, who 

design the roles and monitor their operation, acting through them with greater power, ideally in accord 

with the general ethics of reciprocity, and special rights and duties related to their nominate 

organisational end and beneficiaries. As will be explained below, corporate acts are real, and can be 

both individual and corporate at the same time. The same act can have three descriptions: as a natural 

person’s act, an artificial organisational quasi-person’s personal act, and an individual role 

incumbent’s personal and quasi-personal act. Corporate acts are primarily the work of select natural 

persons, incumbent in organisational roles, but still have reality and corporate moral quality. 

Velasquez, Danley and Miller are right to say against French that corporations are not Aristotelian first 

substances like natural persons and that we can avoid positing the corporation as a peculiar sort of 

person in the way French (1979) does. Miler successfully shows we can explain much collective action 

in rule bound contexts like games on the analogy of a rugby lineout signal, without this person-

postulate.  
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But the wholesale denial of the reality of moral agency in collective entities, and the reductions of 

corporate action to individual acts, with a joint purpose in a role structure, using procedural 

mechanisms, is not sufficient to capture key presuppositions of the moral acts of the complex, unified, 

interlocking whole. Top-down, part-whole, and means-end relations, and very complex patterns of 

inter-role interaction in corporate decision making, all requiring the communicating of speaker-

meaning to interlocutors in amorphous context, saturate the relevant roles. There is a dependency of 

both role identification and role incumbency on communicating the constituted nature of the artificial 

unitary organisational entities, their purposeful actions, their director-nominated beneficiaries by 

sector; plus their target audiences.  

 

Members of Boards, and CEOs, in leadership roles, are the primary performers of corporate acts of a 

personal and moral nature. Reference to these authoritative roles in organisational entities is needed to 

describe and explain the identification of the roles themselves, and the duties of role incumbents; to 

explain the self-governing capacity of actual organisations; and their capacity for moral choice. The 

moral ‘self- governing” features of organisations can and must be inferred from the quasi-person’s 

assigned, artificial, constitution, which specifies its  master goal and beneficiaries as a whole entity; its 

purpose as a quasi-personal artefact of the founders, acting in a wider social and political context. 

Organisations, like natural persons, through their leadership, have inter-organisational political and 

moral relations: top-down, part-whole, means-end; levels of authority; and internal relations of 

asymmetric command, transitivity and reflexivity; and also laterally, they have extensive horizontal 

moral relations to external agents. These are not sufficiently captured in the reductive accounts as 

outcomes of joint procedural mechanisms like rugby lineout signals or voting within layered actions. 

 

To establish if incumbents act ethically “with corporate authority,” we must refer to the constitution of 

the artefact itself, and its assigned and designed internal capacities to act as a whole quasi-person, 

internally and externally. This last point will require visiting political philosophy and the social and 

political remit and authority of the organisation; its sectoral and institutional prerogatives, duties, 

standing purpose, structure, and performance; who its leaders are at the top level, and how they are 

appointed. Although all individuals and organisations are bound by general ethical principles of 

reciprocity, corporations can have special prerogatives and duties conceded by the state, derived from 

the social sector they are in, and which are not given to individuals (Dine 2000). Professional soldiers 

in defense organisations like armies can bear arms, under special ethical provisions, but private 

individuals are ideally limited in doing so. A religious welfare organisation may go beyond generalised 

reciprocity to take on as beneficiaries the undeserving poor as a special altruistic focus as an 

organisation, as an individual might volunteer at the St .Vincent de Paul shop. 

 

The suggestion that organisational “acts’ arise only from the carrying out of overlapping purposes of 

the role incumbents which fit together in layers gets rid of the need to posit literal corporate persons 

with free-floating or embodied souls, is true as far as it goes. But it is too minimal, negative, and 

incomplete to be ethically instructive and useful. The layering itself is a top-down, end-means, whole –
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part affair, which is initiated by an organisational act, and so layering is part of the explicandum. While 

corporate acts must in the end be sheeted back to individuals in role structures, as Miller says, this does 

not capture the whole part, ends/means and top down control features essential to the organisational 

form, nor does it preclude corporate acts from also taking place at the same time through the leadership 

group as “intellect” and “will.” Corporations should be viewed as quasi-persons, acting morally or 

immorally. We can judge Exxon to have acted immorally, as well as Captain Heazlewood, master of 

the Exxon Valdez, through the acts of the CEO Lawrence Rawl, and Chief Attorney, Pat Lynch, only 

by referring to general and special ethics, and the whole corporate constitution, purpose and structure. 

Corporations are quasi-persons, not natural persons, but they are more or less like them in eight specific 

ways to be explored. Their capacities for moral acts are manifold and extensive and their capacities and 

effects are personal in a in equivocal sense first noted and defined by Aristotelians as analogy of 

attribution. The basis of this is Aristotle’s doctrine of equivocation by reference to a paradigm, and 

doctrine of categories. These notions are set out in the two quotations which follow. 

 

(1) “There are many senses in which a thing may be said to ‘be’, but all that ‘is’ is related to one 

central point, one definite kind of thing, and is not said to ‘be’ by a mere ambiguity. Everything which 

is healthy is related to health, one thing in the sense that it preserves health, another in the sense that it 

produces it, another in the sense that it is a symptom of health, another because it is capable of it. And 

that which is medical is relative to the medical art, one thing being called medical because it possesses 

it, another because it is naturally adapted to it, another because it is a function of the medical art. And 

we shall find other words used similarly to these. So, too, there are many senses in which a thing is said 

to be, but all refer to one starting-point; some things are said to be because they are substances, other 

because they are affections of substance, others because they are a process towards substance, or 

destructions or privations or qualities of substance, or productive or generative of substance, or of 

things which are relative to substance, or negations of one of these things or of substance itself.” 

Metaphysics IV, 2, 1003a30- 1003b 20. My italics. 

 

(2) “But the term good is used both in the category of substance, and in that of quality, and in that of 

relation, and that which is per se, i.e substance, is prior in nature to the relative (for the latter is like an 

offshoot, and accident of being); so that there could not be a common Idea set over all these goods. 

Further, since good has as many senses as being (for it is predicated both in the category of substance, 

as of God and of reason, and in quality, i.e. of the virtues, and in quantity, i.e. of that which is 

moderate, and in relation, i.e. of the useful, and in time, i.e. of the right opportunity, and in place, i.e. 

the right locality and the like) clearly it cannot something universally present in all cases and single,; 

for then it could not have been predicated in all the categories but in one only. Nichomachean Ethics, I, 

V, 1096a, 19-30. (See also Plato, Republic Book IV discussion of justice in the soul as wise self-rule.) 

 

The first passage sets out the doctrine that the term “healthy” has meaning both by reference to a 

paradigm instance, namely a certain state of the body, and also has an equivocal or analogical meaning 

in attributions of health to complexions, medicine, urine, and exercise. Likewise, “medicine” has 
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primary reference to the medical art, but also to capacities for it, things adapted to it and functions of it. 

Something similar applies to the terms “person” and “personal”. It too allows for corporate 

“personality,” and moral agency in an analogical sense or way. Corporations are the effects and signs 

of persons and so personal. Velasquez et al are not right that there is no such personal corporate moral 

action. The second passage denies there is only one meaning of good or exists, drawn from the 

paradigm instances alone. As before, entities in categories other of Aristotle’s “prime substance” exist 

in other ways or senses in an analogical sense.  

 

Preservers, symptoms, producers, capacities for health are healthy without themselves verifying the 

conditions of health in a human body. Urine can be healthy without having the properties of the healthy 

state of body or being health itself. Further when we say that exercise or a person is healthy, or good, 

we do not mean exercise or the property of being healthy is itself a primary substance like a person. 

Similarly, a corporation as a sign or effect of natural persons can be personal without being a natural 

person. I want to suggest, following Aristotle, that in fact, states and corporations, are best viewed as 

quasi-persons, personal entities, qua the effects, signs, and manifestations of individual natural persons, 

i.e. the product of the exercise of their individual and role capacities. As such, corporations and their 

acts, are rightly said to be both personal, moral, and to exist in an analogical sense.  

 

Corporate agency is intelligible and worth isolating, and its coherence will allow us to go on using 

moral language and judgement with respect to corporations as whole entities, undisturbed by the 

philosophers’ strictures on what we mean ‘strictly speaking.’ Corporations are moral agents in virtue of 

individual role incumbents’ actions, but corporate acts exist and corporations are moral agents, given 

the above theory of meaning and existence. To show this possibility in more detail it may be helpful to 

tease out the terms of the analogy in question by identifying the links between three kinds of 

description of the same act. In Appendix 1, this discussion is summarised in a table form. The three 

kinds of act, or descriptions of the same act, are: 

 

A. the act of a natural person. This is the paradigm case. 

 

B. the parallel act of an organisational quasi-person, as the effect of A, and of C below; 

 

C. the act of a natural person as an organisational role incumbent in B.  

 

In some cases, we can have one act, e.g. (i) John is writing his name on a document, which is an act of 

type A., with further descriptions, such as (ii) “John, as CEO, is signing a contract and purchasing a 

product” which is a C-type description, or (iii) ‘the firm’s purchasing department, through its role 

incumbents, is buying a product with executive approval, a B-type and C-type act; or (iv) the firm is 

buying a product from its supplier, which is of type B. Act (iv) presupposes an act of types A and C. 

The same act has been described as an act of Type A, B, and/or C. As the appendix table indicates, we 
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can spell out these three convergent descriptions further in terms of some of their presupposed truth 

conditions:  

 

Acts of type A.  

 

In Aristotle’s terms this is the paradigm (focal or nuclear) case. If we do not consider  

John’s role as CEO for the moment, we can abstractly identify a natural person’s  

action, such as signing of a contract for purchase, which presupposes that he, as a  

natural person, has causes, capacities, effects and characteristic acts: 

 

1.  progenitors, a date and place of birth. 

2.  an embodied self with an internal structure of self-control, a “hierarchy” of powers with 

objects and ends. These powers exhibit decreasing flexibility and scope. Some are (i) 

directive, such as intellect and choice; some are (ii) operational, such as limb movement, and 

some (iii)enabling, such as digestion or circulation. The voluntary capacities can be present 

with or without perfecting dispositions (virtues).All these capacities have relations of mutual 

dependency and finality in different orders, and relational properties of transitivity, asymmetry 

and reflexivity. 

3.  natural and voluntary purposes, intentions, and motives. These can be moral, self consciously 

guided by general ethical rules of reciprocity. Decisions about ends can fail because of 

cognitive problems with regard to what one is doing, e.g. the intentional content is wrong on 

the face of it, or the unforeseen result/ unwanted side effect; with the why or motive of what is 

done; with the immediate consequences, or with the long term natural causal outcomes.  

4.  practical reason, for use in decision making about choice of ends/means. The resources of 

practical reason include an indeterminate account of wellbeing, more specific values, 

imperative principles, rules, and the method of casuistry. 

5.  the ability to give “voice” to claims arising from the human “dumb” and less flexible powers 

of movement and digestion. Decision-making procedures can be applied to their internal 

capacity-need satisfaction, and to those of their lateral or horizontal interlocutors such as 

family and other social beneficiaries  

6.  external relations with other persons, in a social, linguistic context. One can step into different 

sectors and domains like family, organisational or civic. These lateral interpersonal relations 

are only contingently governance relations.  

7 . bio-feedback on performance (non-inferential knowledge for basic acts, (Anscombe (1958)) 

8.  personal and social ethics. Judgements of ethical acts as right or blameworthy depend on the 

knowledge, will, act, and result of the self in exercising the capacity at 2 (i) above using 

conscience and casuistry to apply principles and rules and settle conflicts of values. An 

account of justice will guide action.2 

                                                 
2 Justice is taken here to connotes positive and negative freedom and equality, and opportunity and 
capacity to meet one’s needs. See Ardagh 2005a; 2005b;2006. 
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Acts of Type B:  

 

An artificial organisational quasi-person’s act presupposes the above type-A causes, capacities, effects 

and acts of many other kinds. In addition it has: 

 

1. founders and promoters who have constituted the organisation at a time and  place. This is an 

analogue of place and date of birth in A1.  

2. organisational capacities which are the constituted roles/departments of the organisational  

quasi-person, within a loosely unified hierarchical authority structure. Corresponding to the 

three levels of human capacity, A (i) –(iii) there are three levels of authoritative power: (i) 

directive, such as boards and CEOs; (ii) operational such as middle managers and workers, 

and (iii) enabling, such as suppliers and shareholders. There is no natural self of type A 2, and 

no bio-feedback as in A7. But the entity has a purpose, nominated beneficiaries, a structure of 

its own, including a reporting structure, and while its roles are all voluntary, the roles can be 

virtuously designed by the directors, and exercised by incumbents.  

3.  Corresponding to A 3, a chosen organisational master purpose and motive/intent, and 

beneficiaries have been selected; organisations acts are subject to the same sort of defects in 

decision stemming from defective knowledge, disordered or weak will, poor results, and 

longer term outcomes as persons.  

4. Corresponding to A4 , directors/leaders, as quasi-intellect and will, use the same methods of 

practical reason, in the same forms (values/principles/rules /casuistry) as in general 

interpersonal ethic , in joint decision making procedures ending in joint procedures like voting 

for choice of ends/means to sub-goals, to be attained by role incumbents, based on the real or 

representative voice of stakeholders; 

5. organisations have policies, projects, and engage in actions aimed at their satisfying their 

beneficiaries selected at 3 above; 

6. organisations engage in inter-corporate and intra-corporate communications in social and 

linguistic context;  

7.  there is some form of reporting, accounting, audit; replacing the absence of bio-feedback with 

a normative organisational remedy. 

8.  roles and their incumbents are governed by organisational ethics, building over general or 

interpersonal ethics,recognising any special sectoral organisational prerogatives and duties, such as 

professional privilege and confidentiality. 

 

Organisational capacities and acts of type B are analogues of natural acts of type A, the effects (and 

signs, symptoms etc.) of natural persons’ acts of type A, and of organisational moral actors 

(incumbents in leader role-groups) who engage in “personal” acts which have organisational analogues 

of A 1-8. So organisations act personally in virtue of the 8 parallel features presupposed for the act to 

occur. 
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Acts of type C:  

 

These acts combine type A and type B acts. An act of an incumbent in the organisational role 

presupposes:  

 

1. appointment at a time and place, authorised by an officer at level B2 (i) or ii)  

2. a natural self of type A, with a B2 type job/role description, at (i) directive, (ii) operational or 

(iii) enabling levels, which is being followed by them; 

3. a purpose or intent as a role-incumbent, to serve the organisational beneficiaries, to be ideally 

aligned both with one’s natural and the organisational purpose. Incumbents decide in the same 

way and natural persons and subject to the same limitations and background contextual 

conditions. 

4.  utilising authorised role and decision procedures to select subordinate goals 

5. performing the assigned task  

6. for the nominated beneficiaries in concert with others persons and officers, in a social and 

political context, guided by principles of reciprocity or in some sectors altruism 

7. under performance management regimes establishing successful execution 

8. aligned with general ethics of the natural person and special organisational ethical rights and 

duties, and following principles of justice.  

 

An incumbent’s artificial role in an organisation (in case C above) is laid over her type A use of her 

natural capacities and dispositions to act (morally or immorally) as a person pursuing her individual 

purposes, bound by general ethics. Special ethical duties and prerogatives included under descriptions 

B and C may attend the organisational roles, at B 2, C2. She carries out the acts pertinent to C in virtue 

of her voluntary acceptance of the role within the authority of the organisational constitution, B 1-3, 

and the enveloping institutions of the practice and the sector in which the organisation is embedded at 

the social level, B6 and C6. But to make such an additional ‘special’- ethics-related organisational 

judgement, he/she must ideally know what incumbents are jointly doing in role, why; how and to 

whom; and with what resources, and make reference to any organisational prerogatives and duties, set 

out in her job description. The general ethical decision making process for individuals guided by 

reciprocity precedes and is only further specified by B4, but differs from A4 in using joint procedures 

like voting. The C type act combines a corporate and personal end and intention, which enhances its 

power by combining it with those of other role incumbents. 

 

If reference to the origin and purpose of the whole organisational entity, at B 1-8, is required to 

explain and justify the embedded type-A actions within the wider incumbent acts in C,1-8, then B- 

descriptions are not eliminable in favour of A and C alone. On the contrary, one cannot identify C-type 

roles without reference to B descriptions of the whole entity. Further, if the governance roles at B2 (i)-

(iii) and C2 (i)-(iii) are interlocking parts of a command and control structure in the ways suggested, 
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then the simple reductive account in which the role layers are simply conjoined is undermined. 

Aristotle’s theory of equivocation by reference to a paradigm and predication in the categories alone 

are sufficient to question individualistic reduction of corporate acts to type C acts alone. But the above 

discussion further suggests how in detail natural moral capacity and agency is structured quasi-

hierarchically, and is isomorphic to actual hierarchical corporate capacity and agency in points B1-8, 

and C1-8. This suggests that corporate quasi-persons make sense, and their moral agency is coherent. If 

so this has intra- and inter-corporate, moral implications.  

 

To assess the prudence or ethics of a policy at point B 6- type or C6-type inter-corporate action or intra-

corporate dealings (at level C6) it is necessary for a role incumbent, in C, or third party, to have some 

understanding of: 

 

(a) B 1-3. This three point account gives us the unifying conferred constitutional purpose, the structure 

of differentiated powers of the whole corporation, as an artificial but unified, structured entity, or 

quasi-person, with an analogue of natural person’s internal capacity for self-control. This was 

captured in points 1-3 in the above lists of analogues of type A and C acts. The concrete corporate 

entity’s quasi-personal purpose or end, B3, nominating its beneficiaries, if ethically worthwhile or 

permissible at point 8, sets the standard for the de facto set of joint purposes selected as means and 

serially entertained by incumbent leaders and officers as its moral agents at B 2(i). 

 

As noted above, C-type incumbent roles are defined by reference to the powers and authority conferred 

by the founders’ to attain the organisational purpose for the entity, and interpreted by the incumbents in 

the director/leadership role, (B,2, (i). As a mere group of individuals in roles, and acting with their own 

joint purposes alone, aside from the role based top-down authority of the corporate entity, assuring that 

means meet ends, and parts work within the whole, neither executive leaders nor subordinates are 

acting morally as corporate agents. They must be appointed to exercise and actually exercise conferred 

corporate authority within the differentiated structure of directors, operatives, and enablers in accord 

with ethics. This explains how the corporation as a whole is acting as a quasi-self. It explains the 

“who”, “on whom”, and “why’ of the corporate individual act. 

 

(b)An incumbent senior officer should know the degree to which the corporate purposeat B 1-3 is in 

fact represented and actually being enacted properly by the board and CEO, as its “intellect and will”- 

the incumbents leaders at C2 (i). This board (or boards) is (are) a self governing collective, monitoring 

the “in role” act of the leadership group (themselves) as a whole, and any individual acts of a natural 

person  as role incumbent. In choosing its ethically permissible sub-goals as means, a role incumbent, 

choosing acts of type C, must know how the leadership group’s capacity is  expressed in particular 

willed choice in any set of particular organisational and social circumstances. They have no bio-

feedback, but at B 7 and C7 they can have accounts and audit to verify complete execution. To know 

how acting in role in the job description is related to that leadership’s purposes, natural A-type agents 

will need to know what further B-type joint corporate end/act one’s role actions’ in C  result. This 
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settles whether it accords with the corporate entity’s ideal end. This reference alone will allow for the 

subordinate or third party to make informed individual ethical, judgement about the role. This alone 

explains the corporate action’s how, when and where, and the incumbent’s role within it. 

 

( c) The authorised leadership role group (ALG), qua quasi-intellect/ will or the whole entity, designs 

and can restructure the roles of all other role incumbents, as well as their own (eg Boards and CEOs).  

 

The ALG ideally ‘self’-governs the structure in a ethical way, observing general and special ethical 

considerations qua ‘conscience.’ Since the ‘lower’ operational and enabling role structures and their 

incumbents are the ALG’s artificial creatures, the  ALG are responsible for designing roles well or 

badly; for good or bad appointments; in part  for monitoring good or bad behaviour of the incumbents; 

and for regulating them using “command and control” role procedures which govern inter-role 

interaction. Good organisational ethics requires their good organisational design. They create and 

govern Miller’s ‘joint procedural mechanisms’(JPMs), which are not static like lineout signals or 

voting procedures, for their compliance with the strategies serving the constitutive purposes, and they 

can suspend or abolish specific ‘mechanisms’ at will relative to their ends. The corporation is not 

thereby destroyed  because it is not identical with those procedures. The JPMs alone do not  

serve to define the organisation. The purposes can be vague and constitutive or specific and  

operational, but either way, JPMs must reflect them, not vice versa. They are imposed “top-down” by 

the directors at B 2 (i). Corporation can change their own  whole–part and end-means structure from a 

single to a compound board structure, and even float free to a degree from the will of the founders. 

They can decide through their leaders to give a vote or voice to its enablers and operatives at the 

highest level – the equivalent of giving foot soldiers a say in military strategy, say by allowing 

worker’s councils or shareholder representatives on the corporate board. Only the content (sense and 

reference), conditions of satisfaction, and direction of fit (Searle  1997) imposed by the ALG in 

exercises of particular policies and proper procedures at B6 and C6, commands, including commanded 

restructures, are candidates for being intentional corporate acts. The boards and CEO, as quasi-

intellect/will, choose the policy direction for execution by other role incumbents, and act as the 

‘corporate  

conscience’. The intent/motive of the corporation cannot and should not be read ‘from the bottom up’, 

but by consulting the constitution and the board as intellect/will, and CEOs etc as ‘choice’. It must be 

attributed only after looking from the top down.  

 

The ALG is primarily morally responsible for the whole corporate act. Non-ALG role incumbents may 

not know where their subordinate action fits in the layered corporate action, even though they can be 

responsible for results of their immediate act at their level. Boards and CEOs as intellect and will, settle 

the who, what, why, and how of beneficiary interaction, and can fine tune the social and ethical 

reciprocity conditions. 
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In Miller’s account of “layered action,” constitutional purposes and powers, leader authority or 

conferred Board and CEO sovereignty over other role incumbents, and actual auditing /accounting of 

board governance or CEO execution of corporate purpose, do not get specific enough treatment. Yet 

only against this background spelled out in (a) –(c) above can one ethically evaluate any particular 

commands to act as required in the role. Evaluating and performing role-incumbency acts in a role-

structure with just any joint purpose alone will not be sufficient. One must have some grasp of the 

whole defining structure, its nature, purpose, beneficiaries, warrant, and the causal role of the role itself 

in the acts of the whole entity, and if and how the corporate end is in fact being enacted. Miller’s 

account does not make clear enough that reference to the unified corporate constitution, purpose, and 

authorised powers in acts of type B, in other words reference to the whole corporation’s role, is 

necessary for an individual to understand the role itself, and to make any ethical judgement about the 

‘ethics’ of their individual role at B7 and C7, in its corporate joint actions. 

 

As a natural person can act selfishly, reciprocally or altruistically in personal ethical matters, (as noted 

in A at A 3 and A 7 and 8 above), so officers in B and C 2 (i)-(iii)  can do so in their corporate roles, 

and in representing the corporation’s interests, act in these different ways accordingly. This can result 

in disconnection or congruence, according as the ALG seeks to have its will ‘cascade’ down the 

corporate hierarchy. We have the best chance of identifying corporate acts, as egoistic, reciprocal, or 

altruistic, and reading the corporate action’s intent and motive by looking at the very top of the whole 

entity and its purposes, not the bottom. If the ALG wants congruence of individual and corporate intent, 

it must check through reporting structures on its own ‘command and control’ capacities as exercised by 

role incumbents, seeking information, building trust, and giving ‘voice’ where necessary to mimic the 

elements of an ethical person engaging in a personal act at level 7 and 8. 

 

Conclusion  

 

Velasquez et alia are right to say corporations are not Aristotelian first substances like natural persons 

and that we can avoid literally positing the corporation as a peculiar person in the way French 1979 

does. But the denial of the reality of the top-down nature of personal morality and moral agency in 

collective entities, and the reductions of corporate action to a contingent joint purpose, expressed in 

layered action, plus a role structure and procedural mechanisms, is not sufficient to capture the 

fundamentally top-down, end/means whole/part relation of incumbents to organisational entities and 

actions; the asymmetric, transitive, and reflexive properties of leader rule in organisations; and the 

mutual dependency and finality of officers and corporate entities, in the way A-C above, especially at 

step A-C 2 (i)-(iii), tries to do. 

 

Abolishing corporate acts in favour of an individualistic joint action is more than just a philosophical 

stricture. It is a possible obstacle to answering the questions: What are the constitutive moral, social, 

and legal responsibilities of corporations to their own special and public beneficiaries? Who should 

bear prime responsibility for corporate acts? How can they control themselves and/or be helpfully 
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ethically controlled through enforced self –regulation? If (6) above were correct, these questions could 

not  even be posed without being transposed into complex individualist reductive analyses which I 

think are going to be incomplete and risk leaving out important interlocking part/whole, means /end, 

and top/down governance notions and relational properties like mutual finality and dependency, 

asymmetry and transitivity of roles. Abolishing the quasi-person model muddies our perception of the 

role of reciprocity, general and special ethical rights and duties, and the social remit of corporations. I 

have suggested that even sophisticated forms of this reductive de-personalising move discard a 

perennial illuminating useful insight about the internal complexity of personality and morality, and 

cause further ethical misunderstanding of the special ethics of corporations as sector–relative quasi-

personal hierarchical moral agents. 

 

To describe and explain the identification of moral duties of incumbents will be made harder if we 

explain away the self-governing capacity of actual organisations through their Boards and CEOs and 

their capacity for moral choice. These roles must be inferred from the artificial master goal assigned by 

the constituting group of the whole entity, its purpose and nominated beneficiaries as a quasi-personal 

artefact of the founders, acting in a wider social and political context. To establish if they act with 

corporate authority we must refer to the artefact’s constitutional “self”, and its capacities to act as a 

whole in relation to other organisations. That will require visiting the history, social and political remit, 

and authority of the organisation; its sectoral and institutional prerogatives, duties, standing purpose, 

structure, and performance; and who its leaders are at the top directive/leader level. Where there are 

clear dis-analogies in the moral capacities of the corporate case compared to A type actors, e.g. lack of 

bio-feedback, we can use the 8 point template to supply the analogue. Accounting and Audit must be 

made strong by governors to compensate. Since there is no efficient causality to assure execution, when 

we are dealing with voluntary subordinate agents we must build trust. 

 

Let me close with a few observations on Miller’s example of layered action. If “national security” is the 

standing goal of the army under B,1-3, conferred by the state, as another larger collective entity, at 

level B6, and ‘winning the war’ is a possible joint purpose of the army falling under that heading, then 

from this flows the rationale of the joint roles of the subordinate combatants at the layered levels, from 

foot soldier to general. If however, at top level in the layers, the state, the commanded war is in fact 

unjust, then the acts of all the role incumbents are corroded ethically from the top (state) to the bottom 

(lowest army incumbent), since the master end is wrong. We cannot decide from the standing purpose 

and any amount of bottom-up study of the layered structure of joint procedural mechanisms below and 

including the generals’ joint will in the army itself, whether the role incumbents are acting prudently or 

morally in doing their part in the whole of winning the war. We can decide that only from the very top 

down, looking at the interpersonal and inter-organisational relations at point 6 of A-C. This means 

considering the unified collective purpose of the executive arm of the constituted state entity issuing the 

ultimate order to the army as a whole organisation, and the compliance of the top army brass, on the 

basis of general and special ethics and the just war criteria.  
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Justifiers of an unjust war may claim it to be sufficient to determine the matter that the order to go to 

war is within the standing army remit of national security. But note that here, although the moral 

decision depends on general interpersonal ethics, still another special entity (the state) orders the whole 

organisation (army) through its leadership choice of ends (winning what is ex hypothesi an unjust war. 

The immoral key decision to order the army to war is not the focus of any joint corporate decision 

making at the army’s top, only the decision to obey. The top decision must be made by the state, and 

not by a tyrant. The ‘top brass’ will have prime moral responsibility if they jointly agree to go to war. 

Bad (or good) ethics is made on wider, including non-organisational grounds and cascades down from 

general ethics to the special ethics of the quasi-intellect/will of the state, which in this matter is a 

directive sovereign body to the army leaders. If the army obeys in this set of circumstances, using its 

analogue of practical reason and conscience at point 4 in A-C, it acts immorally. But that is only clearly 

visible by paying attention to the relevant constitutions, and the top incumbents of the relevant 

hierarchies as whole entities, which constitute the collective moral entities leadership involved, and the 

corporate “intellect,” “will,’ and “conscience.” 
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Acts of type A: the act of a 

natural person. This is 

the paradigm case  

 

A natural person’s action 

presupposes: 

. 

Acts of Type B: An artificial 

organisational quasi-

person’s act. The parallel 

act of an organisational 

quasi-person as the effect 

of A and C presupposes:; 

Acts of type C: the act of an 

organisational role 

incumbent. 

An act of an incumbent in the 

organisational role presupposes:  

 

 

1.  progenitors, a date and 

place of birth. 

 

2.  an internal structure of 

self-control, a hierarchy 

of powers, ((i) directive, 

intellect and will, free 

choice and conscience; 

memory; imagination 

(ii)operational, eg movement 

of limbs; and  

(iii) enabling, eg digestion and 

circulation  

3.  natural purpose of 

wellbeing, (with 

identifying “marks’ like 

ultimacy, perfection, 

self-sufficiencey); and 

self-selected voluntary 

purposes and motives 

4.  practical reason for use 

in decision making about 

choice of ends/means 

uses values, principles, 

rules and casuistry 

5.  the ability to give voice 

to and meet need claims 

arising from their dumb 

powers of movement and 

digestion.  

6.  external relations with 

 

1.  founders and promoters 

constitute the organisation 

2.  capacities are 

constitutional roles in a 

hierarchical structure: 

(i)directive, (boards and 

CE0; (ii)operational 

(managers and staff)and 

(iii) enabling, ( suppliers 

an investors); authority and 

volition of role incumbents 

replace physical control. 

3.  a chosen organisational 

purpose and motive; 

nominated beneficiaries;  

this is ideally ethically an 

permitted end 

 

 

4. practical reason uses same 

values, principles, rules 

and casuistry in joint 

decision making 

procedures for choice of 

ends/means by role 

incumbents, based on 

voice of stakeholders; 

5. organisations pursue 

policies, projects, and 

engage in actions for the 

organisational needs; 

 

1. Founder/promoters make 

first appointment at a time 

and place  

2. Performance of acts within 

a job description at (i) 

directive, (ii) operational or 

(iii) enabling level; 

 

Authority  replaces causal 

control present in 2A 

 

 

 

3. Being (ideally) aligned 

both with one’s natural and 

the organisational purpose 

 

 

 

 

4.  utilising authorised role 

procedures for decision 

making re sub-goals of the 

organisation. 

 

 

 

5.performing the assigned 

organisational task to further the 

policy or project 
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other persons, in a lateral 

social context 

7 . bio-feedback on 

performance 

8.  personal and social 

ethics. An ethical 

character with virtues 

 

6. organisations engage in 

inter-corporate and intra-

corporate communications; 

7.  there is some form of 

reporting, accounting, 

audit; 

8.  role incumbents are 

governed by special 

organisational ethics,  

 

6. incumbent acts in concert with 

other persons and officers 

7.under performance 

management regimes 

establishing successful execution 

8.aligned with general natural 

person and special 

organisational ethics  

 

Appendix 1 


